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Abstract7

- This study aimed to measure the impact of banking risk which represented ”liquidity risk,8

credit risk, and interest rate risk” on the degree of safety for traditional (commercial)9

Jordanian banks. A sample of Jordanian traditional banks was used during the period10

(2000-2011).The methodology which used to analyze the impact of banking risks on the degree11

of safety in commercial banks is the multiple linear regression. The study hypotheses were12

tested independently for each type of risk. The results showed a statistically significant13

relationship between bank risk and the degree of safety for Jordanian commercial banks. The14

study recommended that the risk management should be subject to a continuous surveillance15

by the management, with focus on credit risk. Also, sources and usages of funds should be16

identified and determined, considering the main targets for banks. ( I.e. liquidity, profitability17

and safety). Developing appropriate mechanisms to deal with the bank risk, the statement of18

seriousness on banks and continues development of regulatory controls are also recommended.19

20

Index terms— bank, risk, safety, traditional banks.21

1 I. Introduction22

he banking system considers the backbone in the economic life of countries because the important role and vital23
to support the economy and provide credit facilities for individuals, economic sectors and the government, in24
addition to its role as a financial intermediary between the various economic sectors, also represents a fundamental25
objective for conventional banks, like other entities aims to maximize their profits, which maximize the wealth26
of the owners and increasing profitability, through Bank’s investment in assets to generate the greatest return27
with lowest level of risk, this process leads to maximize the wealth of the owners, but investments are usually28
exposed to a significant risk like capital losses. Through the functions of traditional banks, they are exposed to29
banks risk that will affect the achievement of the primary objective of maximizing profitability which was able for30
conventional banks that contribute some extent to finance investment projects in various sectors of the economy,31
where funded several development projects, On the other hand there are many obstacles faces banks through32
financing projects in different sectors, the great risk comes from analyzing the impact of banking risk (capital33
risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk, credit risk) on the safety of traditional Jordanian banks.34

The importance of the study comes from the fundamental objective of conventional banks, which seeks to35
achieve maximizing profitability, the risk is part of traditional banks, and given the importance for banks in the36
national economy, The study also aims to identify the impact of banking risks (liquidity risk, credit risk and37
interest rate risk) on the degree of safety for traditional banks, also aims to identify the magnitude of these38
risks that raised by measuring the impact of these risks on the degree of safety for traditional Jordanian banks,39
through analysis the annual financial statements for the studying sample during the period . The problem of the40
study appears through answering the following questions :41
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3 III. PREVIOUS STUDIES

1 What is the impact of liquidity risk on the degree of safety with conventional banks in Jordan. 2 What is42
the impact of the credit risk on the degree of safety with conventional banks in Jordan 3 What is the impact of43
interest rate risk on the degree of safety with conventional banks in Jordan.44

2 II. Hypotheses of the Study45

The main Hypotheses: No statistically significant effect of the banking risks on the degree of safety for traditional46
Jordanian banks, that can be subdivided into the following sub-hypotheses 1 There is no statistically significant47
effect of liquidity risk on the degree of safety for traditional Jordanian banks. 2 There is no statistically significant48
effect of the credit risk on the degree of safety for traditional Jordanian banks. 3 There is no statistically significant49
effect of the interest rate risk on the degree of safety for traditional Jordanian banks.50

3 III. Previous Studies51

study Zaid Aezzki, (2012) entitled: ”The impact of banking risks on the profitability for Yemeni commercial banks52
during the period 1999-2009.” The study aimed to identify the impact of banking risk (capital risk, interest rate53
risk, liquidity risk and credit risk) on the profitability of the commercial banks during the period ??1999) ??2000)54
??2001) ??2002) ??2003) ??2004) ??2005) ??2006) ??2007) ??2008) The importance of the study appeared from55
the objective of the commercial banks that seek to achieve the goal of maximizing profitability through carried56
out the functions of commercial banks, measurement and analysis of banking risk, the impact of each bank alone,57
where application of this study on a sample of commercial banks during the study period, the study sample58
included five commercial banks were used model Stepwise multiple linear regression to test hypotheses on the59
level of each bank individually’ using time series, and the results showed the presence of traces risks of banking60
on the profitability of the commercial banks at the level of each bank individually, at the level of banks’ combined61
on different degrees, the capital risk led to decline the profitability of Bank for Reconstruction and Development,62
while there is no affect of capital risk on the profitability of other banks, either for credit risk, the decline has63
led to increased profitability at the National Bank of Yemen and Yemen Kuwait Bank and international Bank64
of Yemen, while contributed to increase credit risk for the commercial Bank of Yemen, as results of the study65
showed that the increases in interest rate risk led to the high profitability for National Bank of Yemen , while66
accompanied by an increased risk of high liquidity, profitability of international Bank of Yemen and Yemen67
Kuwait Bank.68

Also In a study of Ali Sahin, (2010) entitled: ” practical measured of credit risk in Palestine commercial banks69
as analytical study of application.” The aim of this study is to identify the most important variables that affect70
by risk degree of credit commercial banks in Palestine, the purpose was to measure those risks in accordance71
the basis of a fair and realistic for all installations of borrowers credit, the problem of the study appeared from72
Question ”What is the proposed framework for measuring risk indicators of credit bank,” also the search used the73
descriptive approach to reach reasonable results which supported the hypotheses, the study reached some results,74
mainly that the proposed framework to achieve measuring the risk of bank’s credit, which serves the objectives75
of management and shareholders alike, also studying Shaheen, (2008) entitled: ”influence of risk Management on76
the safety degree of the Palestinian banking system. ” The study examined the impact of risk management on the77
safety of Palestinian banking system through analysis of the financial statements for the variables of the study”,78
liquidity risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, capital risk, return on assets and that of a sample of banks”, which79
consists of twelve banks during the period ??1997) ??1998) ??1999) ??2000) ??2001) ??2002) ??2003) ??2004)80
??2005) ??2006) ??2007) ??2008), and centered problem of the study proposed framework for measuring the81
impact of risk management on the banking safety for Palestinian banking system by using method of statistical82
analysis ”panel data” and the application of the equation of appreciation for the safety of banking, the study83
found a positive relationship between the degree of safety with degree of liquidity, inadequate capital, interest84
rate fluctuations and the return on assets, also showed an inverse relationship between the degree of safety of85
banking and credit risk.86

at the study of al-Atrash, (2005) entitled: ”The effect of banking risks on the market value of shares for87
commercial banks of Jordan during the period 1989 -2002. ” The study aimed to test the impact of banking risk88
of (capital risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk and credit risk) on the market value of shares for commercial89
banks, also the study applied on a sample from Jordanian commercial banks, which shares traded in Amman90
Stock Exchange, the study sample included (Arab Bank, Jordan Bank, Cairo Amman Bank, Jordan Kuwait Bank91
and the Jordan National Bank) during the period ??1989 -2002), the study used the descriptive and analytical92
method for quantitative data were used multiple linear regression method by Eviews program to test hypotheses93
on the level of each bank individually by using the time series. The study found a lack of effect for banking risks94
on the market value of shares for Arab Bank, and there is a variation impact of bank’s risk on the market value95
of shares for other banks, but the interest rate risk increased to lower of market value of shares for National Bank96
of Jordan, Jordanian Kuwait Bank and Bank of Jordan. As for the credit risk had led to increase the market97
value of shares for Bank of Jordan. The study of Omer, (2004) entitled: ”The banking risks and their impact98
on the credit facilities to the Jordanian commercial banks for the period 1988-2002.” Where the study aimed99
to identify the impact of banking credit risks for commercial banks in Jordan for the period ??1988) ??1989)100
??1990) ??1991) ??1992) ??1993) ??1994) ??1995) ??1996) ??1997) ??1998) ??1999) ??2000) ??2001) ??2002)101
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an objective and analytical focused on the extent of credit facilities provided by commercial banks, the banking102
risks in terms of its aims and size, are identify the most important aspects of banking risks, manifestations, and103
standards, in addition to the identification of foundations for banking risk management, in order to avoid or104
reduce its negative effects on the operation of credit, and addressed to nonperforming loans as a result of the105
banking risks, the analysis of data used in the study based on each of the descriptive and analytical approach106
by using the (spss) program, the study sample included four Jordanian commercial banks (Arab Bank, National107
Bank, Cairo Amman Bank and Arab Banking Corporation), the study results showed that there is a disparity108
in the impact of the risks on credit facilities, The results indicate that the low liquidity risk leads to increase the109
size of the total facilities at banks, reducing risk of capital leads to increase the size of credit facilities, the study110
recommended to improve the level of their risk management. study Khryosh et al (2004) entitled: ”The factors111
affecting degree of safety for Jordanian banks.”112

The study aimed to identify factors that affect degree of safety in Jordanian commercial banks while collecting113
data by financial statements of banks in addition to the reports issued by the Central Bank of Jordan during114
period ??1992 -2002), processing data used a regression multiple linear, the results showed the existence of a115
positive relationship statistically significant between degree of safety and the rate of return on equity, the rate of116
return on investment, and also pointed to the existence of an inverse relationship between degree of safety and117
liquidity risk, either the relationship between degree of safety and credit risk was counterproductive , also required118
to reduce the proportion of investment in risky assets, while the relationship between degree of safety and credit119
risk was counterproductive, also showed lower rate of property rights to hazardous assets, low-margin of safety in120
an interview the investment risks of commercial banks, the study recommended to find a balance between safety121
and all of the risk, liquidity risk, capital and investment risks through compliance with regulations and laws by122
central bank, especially with regard to the legal financial liquidity and proportion of credit bank, the proportion123
of equity divided by total assets to find a balance between safety for each of the rate of return on equity and124
the rate of return on investment. Study of Simone Varotto (2011) ”Liquidity risk, credit risk, market risk and125
the capital of banks. Said the aim of this paper is to examine the relationship between liquidity and credit risk,126
where they were employing the results of this study to assess the statement is responsible for the additional127
risks (IRC) and the spin problem of the study focus on the following question: ” is there a relationship between128
liquidity risk, credit risk, market risk and the bank’s capital,” according to the rules and suggestions of modern129
Basel Committee, the study showed that there is an agreement between the decisions of the Basel Committee130
-the second and the value of private capital for commercial banks through sample of the bond’s profits, although131
the credit risk of commercial banks may be significant, it can be absorb capital market riskrelated to losses in132
scenarios aggravating. Jose, M & Amyuatosh; and Uday Rajan, (2010) ”Security, investments and the value of133
companies”. This study aimed to identify the impact of policy on corporate finance, performance and value of134
companies, where the study shed light on the environment macroeconomic ticking off during the crisis the local135
currency of Brazil in 1999, problem of study must answer the following question: ” Is there an impact for policies136
of finance in Brazil on the performance of these companies and their value,” then the study examined changes in137
the exchange rate and its impact on the safety and the study used (fixed effect) as a method used in the analysis,138
the study concluded that there are significant relationship and positive correlation between market value and the139
facility’s amount, the decisions of operating safety with profit margin, derivative contracts for the currency of140
Brazil and capital spending, while the results indicated that lack of significant facility size, the sales growth with141
security decisions, as the study reported that users of derivative contracts and security system invest more users142
for decades derivative.143

a) The most important characteristic of this study144
The most important characteristic of this study is to measure the impact of banking risks, especially (liquidity145

risk, credit risk and interest rate risk) on the safety’s for the Jordanian traditional banks, the study relied on146
a sample from Jordanian conventional banks of five banks which possess market share in excess of 50% of the147
Jordanian banking sector.148

4 b) Data of the study include149

The period of the study (2000 -2012), which using data from the annual financial statements to the banks of150
the study sample Sources of data collection: to achieve the goals of the study by receiving data from books,151
pamphlets, and periodic reports issued by the Central Bank as well as the financial statements that issued by152
conventional banks and the Securities Commission for the study period .153

5 c) Methodology of the study include154

Variables of the study: The study consists of the following variables Independent variables: (liquidity risk, credit155
risk, interest rate risk).The dependent variable the degree of banking safety.156

.157

6 C158

S : refers to the degree of safety in the traditional banks of Jordan. i : refers to the sample of the study (number of159
banks) t : refers to the time. B1 : laboratories of the first independent variable (liquidity risk) B2 : laboratories160
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9 C

for the second independent variable (credit risk). B3 : laboratories for the third independent variable (interest161
rate risk). e : random error.162

The study population consists of local conventional banks operating in Jordan 13 banks. The study sample163
consists of five traditional Jordanian banks,: (Arab Bank, Jordan Kuwait Bank, the Housing Bank for Trade and164
Finance, Cairo Amman Bank, and Bank of Jordan).165

7 IV. Statistical Analysis and Hypothesis Testing a) Test of166

hypotheses167

Before starting the implementation of the linear regression analysis, the researcher ascertain the extent of168
independent data variables were together with banking risks through test of normal distribution, there is no169
problem link multiple linear between the independent variables (multi colliearearity) through test inflation170
variability (VIF) and the allowable variance test (Tolerance) where the following tables shows the tests results.171
The above table gives an indication that the credit risk is due account in particular with the relative other risk in172
terms of impact on safety degree when the arithmetic mean and standard deviation was (0.526667 and 0.148947),173
respectively, also to know the behavior of the independent variables, allocation of normal in terms of their174
impact on The dependent variable will be dealt with the following table ?? Table ?? : The results of testing the175
data independent variables (banking risk) ??) which shows that the values of transactions may sprains confined176
between (-0.512714 and 1.083840 ) it considers all these values close to the normal distribution that accepts177
the values of coefficients sprains to be between -1 -+1 the coupling data distribution with normal distribution178
,this is an important requirement and essential for the application of the linear regression analysis test, this is179
an indication that the behavior of these risks is distributed naturally in terms of the influence’s degree on the180
credit’s degree of banks also the values of the test Kolmejrov -Smirnoff ks)) that test the distribution matching181
data to the normal distribution of non statistically significant differences between tow distributions, where all182
values were calculated significance level greater than 0.05, as shown in the table above .183

The following table shows the values he correlation coefficients between the different variables. ??0) It was184
weak in addition to that it is not statistically significant (with the exception of the relationship between liquidity185
risk and credit risk, which was significant relationship because the significance level which calculated was less than186
0.05), where notes the lower values of the relationships among independent variables (Even the significant and187
the strongest worth .361671), which indicates that the variables are independent with each other, thus conclusion188
of the study reveals affect for each on safety degree, the following table shows the results of correlation between189
banking risks. ??11) shows that the values of coefficient variability inflation ranged between (1.171809 -1.346854)190
These values are considered appropriate and refers to the absence problems of linear correlation between banking191
risk because all of these values were less than (10) also notes that the allowed values of variation it has ranged192
between (0.742471 -0.853381) and all these values are considered greater than (0.10), which helps in the conclusion193
that there is no problem of multi-linear correlation between banking risks, where it should not bypass this problem194
in order to verify the random distribution of the values for residuum in the regression model. shows that the195
value of (R 2 ) has reached (19.7412%), which indicates that the independent variables was able to interpret the196
19.7% of the change or the discrepancy in the dependent variable, the reason can be attributed to the regulatory197
measures adopted by the Jordanian Central Bank with commercial banks, which plays a major role in reducing198
the exposure of commercial banks to risks.199

8 V. The Results of Testing Hypotheses200

9 C201

Table ??13) shows that the value of f calculated (4.591417), a value statistically significant because the value202
of the significance level accompanying reached (.006068), which is less than 0.05, which means rejection of the203
zero hypothesis of the study, which refers to the absence of the impact for banking risks on the safety degree,204
thus the conclusion accepted the alternative hypothesis, there is at least one of the banking risks affecting on205
the safety degree of commercial banks, where it can rely on values of t-test to identify risks that could affect the206
safety degree of commercial banks, where table (13) shows values of transactions for regression model that has207
been reached. ??14) shows that the values of multiple regression, which predicts the value of the safety degree208
through liquidity risk, credit risk and interest rate risk, also as demonstrated by the value of T calculated: the209
importance of all risks of the three in forecasting model, so that the value of significance level facilities to value210
of T calculated be statistically significant if less of 0.05. And inferred on the credibility of the impact for these211
risks through: values of T calculated and the level of significance (-2.521898) with level of significance (.014543)212
for liquidity risk, and (-3.069803) with level of significance (.003301) to credit risk, and amounted to (2.624076)213
with level of significance (.011176) for interest rate risk. Since all the values of the significance level was less214
than 0.05, it indicates the acceptance of the hypothesis ” the impact of these risks in predicting the value of the215
safety degree, and from here we can take advantage to predict the value of the safety degree as follows: Safety216
Degree = 0.275680 -0.141083 × liquidity risk -0.148730 × credit risk + 0.148616 × interest rate risk. b) Multiple217
linear regression results for the variables of the study H1: No statistically significant effect of liquidity risk on218
the safety degree in Jordanian commercial banks.219
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To test this hypothesis had used multiple regression analysis that described the results in table (14), which220
is showing the values of T calculated (-2.521898) with level of significance of (.014543) and a linear relationship221
between liquidity risk and safety degree in commercial banks as evidenced value of ? value of independent variable222
effect on the dependent variable in the study, if we assume that the value of influence in safety degree of was223
worth (100%), thus liquidity risk affects by (-0.141083), and this result is rejection of the hypothesis of the study224
and accept the alternative hypothesis, these results indicate the existence of a negative impact of liquidity risk225
on the banking, where the safety degree greater than the degree of liquidity risk.226

H2: No statistically significant effect of the credit risk on the degree of safety at commercial banks of Jordan.227
To test this hypothesis had used multiple regression analysis, to describe the results table (14), showes the values228
of T calculated (-3.069803) while the level of significance (.003301) and a linear relationship between credit risk229
and the safety degree in commercial banks as evidenced by the value of ? effect of the independent variable on230
the dependent variable, so if we assume that the value of influence in the safety degree worth (100%), credit risk231
affect by (-0.148730), so this result is rejection of the hypothesis, and accept the alternative hypothesis, which232
refers to the presence of trace credit risk on the safety degree, these results indicate the existence of a negative233
impact of credit risk on the banking. H3: No statistically significant effect of interest rate risk on the safety234
degree for commercial banks. To test this hypothesis using multiple regression analysis described the results in235
the table ??14) ,that showing values of T calculated (2.624076) when level of significance (.011176) and a linear236
relationship between the interest rate risk and the degree of safety in commercial banks as evidenced by value of237
? as effect of the independent variables on the dependent variable, so if we assume that the influence value of238
safety degree was worth (100%) , interest rate risk affects by (.148616), this result rejected the hypothesis and239
accept the alternative hypothesis, these results indicate the existence of a positive impact for interest rate risk240
on the safety degree, and shows that the greater interest rate risk has increased the safety degree.241

10 VI. Conclusions242

After analyzing the financial statements of the study’s sample there is a group of results as follows: 1 There is243
an impact of liquidity risk on the safety degree for Jordanian commercial banks, which is due to repay some of244
its financial liabilities as a 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
245

1© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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10 VI. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2:

8

Standard Deviation Mean Banking Risks
0.121154 0.457167 Liquidity Risk
0.148947 0.526667 Credit Risk
0.118850 0.321743 Interest Rate Risk
0.051941 0.180667 Safety Degree
prepared by Researchers

Figure 3: Table 8 :

10

Interest Rate Risk Credit Risk Liquidity
Risk

Banking Risks

0.031072 0.813683 -0.361671
0.004520

1.000000
0.000000

correlation
Sig.

Liquidity Risk

0.344572 0.007018 1.000000
0.000000

correlation
Sig.

Credit Risk

1.000000 0.000000 correlation
Sig.

Interest Rate
Risk

prepared by Researchers
Values of correlation coefficients in Table (

Figure 4: Table 10 :
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11

Variance allowed (Tolerance) Variance inflation fac-
tor (VIF)

Banking Risk

0.841688 1.188089 Liquidity Risk
0.742471 1.346854 Credit Risk
0.853381 1.171809 Interest Rate Risk
prepared by Researchers
Table

Figure 5: Table 11 :

12

Sig (f) F R 2 Independent variables
Liquidity Risk

0.006068 4.5914170.197412 Credit Risk
Interest Rate Risk

prepared by Researchers
Table (12)

Figure 6: Table 12 :

13

Year 2014
Volume XIV Issue III Version I
( )
Global Journal of Management and
Business Research

The level of
significance

The
value
of f

Average
squares

Degrees
of
free-
dom

Sum of
squares

Source of variation

0.010474 3 0.031423 Regression
0.002281 56 0.127751 Residuals

0.006068 4.591417 59 0.159173 Total
prepared by Researchers

Figure 7: Table 13 :
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10 VI. CONCLUSIONS

14

Sig(t) T ? Elements
0.000000 6.741240 0.275680 The constant term
0.014543 -2.521898 -0.141083 Liquidity risk
0.003301 -3.069803 -0.148730 Credit risk
0.011176 2.624076 0.148616 Interest rate risk
prepared by Researchers
Table

Figure 8: Table 14 :
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.1 VII. Recommendations

highest cost Sometimes , usually connected with short-term , through value of T calculated (2.521898) when246
level of significance (.014543), which showed an inverse relationship between liquidity risk and the safety degree247
for the Jordanian commercial banks. 2248

There is an impact of credit risk on the safety degree, it considered one of the most influential factor on the249
safety degree for Jordanian commercial banks comparable with other risks, due mainly to the large number of250
delays repayment of loans (annuities) and interest obligations on time, in addition to sometimes Banks provide251
some loans to its customers without sufficient guarantees to repay the loan, where earned this factor the highest252
arithmetic average and standard deviation was (0.526667 and 0.148947), respectively, also through values of T253
calculated (-3.068803), and level of significance of (.003301), which means that there is an inverse relationship254
between credit risk and safety degree in the Jordanian commercial banks. 3 There is an impact of interest255
rate risk on the safety degree for Jordanian commercial banks, due to the intensity of competitiveness among256
Jordanian commercial banks, which are operating in the domestic market on each ”of the interest payable on the257
granted credit facilities to customers, debit interest on both loans and bonds issued by commercial banks” with258
volatility of interest rates because of complexities of the economic conditions surrounding, through the values259
of T calculated (2.624076) and the level of significance (0.011176), So there is a positive relationship between260
interest rate risk and the safety degree in the Jordanian commercial banks.261

.1 VII. Recommendations262

1 The risk management framework should be subject to continuous review, by the administration for Jordanian263
commercial banks, through reviewing policies and procedures, so as to comply with internal and external variables,264
that allows for each bank to manage liquidity with efficiently and high preferably identify various commitments265
by scheduling priority paid to be there prepared in advance to meet various obligations, especially short-term. 2266
Permanent and advance coordination with the client to remind him dates of repayment of loans and benefits to267
reach solutions in cases when individual faced financial bust. 3 Continuous development and effective regulatory268
controls and commercial banks needed to ensure proper risk administration, and its impact power on the banking269
safety.270
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